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 by Grand Velas Riviera Maya 

Arizona Outdoor Fun 

"Get Out and Ride"

Arizona Outdoor Fun wants you to get out in nature and get your blood

flowing! They offer all kinds of services to get you out and adventuring

around. At the warehouse, you can rent equipment like ATVs and jet-skis

and they'll even let you know the best places to take them. If you'd rather

follow someone else's lead, you can take one of their exhilarating guided

tours. There are also a couple of "show up and ride locations" at Lake

Pleasant and Scottsdale.

 +1 602 400 2445  www.arizonaoutdoorfun.com/  2144 East Indian School Road, Phoenix

AZ

 by Neville Wootton   

Arizona River Runners 

"Desert Adventure"

See Arizona's rivers from the perspective of early adventurers, meaning

right in the middle of them! These outfitters offer enchanting motorized or

oar-driven trips in Arizona. Choose from the Upper Salt, Gila or Verde

rivers for a close-up view of the desert, or try an intimate adventure down

the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon. Tame the lively and thundering

Colorado like Major John Wesley Powell did before you in 1869. Call for

additional information.

 +1 602 867 4866  www.arizonariverrunners.

com

 info@raftarizona.com  15211 North Cave Creek

Road, Suite A, Phoenix AZ

 by  joiseyshowaa   

Wet ‘n’ Wild Phoenix 

"Pioneering Water Park"

Nestled in the Adobe Dam Regional Park, Wet 'n' Wild is an excellent

respite from the heat that dominates the Arizonian capital often referred

to as the Valley of the Sun. This theme park is the largest of its kind in the

state and is replete with fun and exhilarating activities as well as dining

options that promise a memorable experience. With over 30

groundbreaking rides and slides to its credit, this park offers visitors the

ultimate splashdown. Take on the twists and turns of the mighty

Constrictor and get an adrenaline rush while rafting the Mammoth Falls.

For the less adventurous, unwind on the Cactus Cooler and Monsoon Bay,

or spin down the curvatures of the Serpentine.

 +1 623 201 2000  wetnwildphoenix.com/  4243 West Pinnacle Peak Road,

Glendale AZ
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